Capacity Market Stress Event Guide
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1.1 Purpose of this guide
This guide is a joint publication from the the Electricity Settlements
Company (ESC) and National Grid ESO - Electricity Market Reform
Delivery Body (EMR DB) (hereafter collectively referred to as the
‘Delivery Partners’) and ESC’s settlement services provider, EMRS,
with support from Cornwall Insight. It has been created to provide a
single source of information about Capacity Market Stress Events (as
defined in Section 3.2).

Documents referred to in this guide
Capacity Market
Regulations

Government

This guide has been produced to provide Capacity Providers with a
single source of information detailing:
• The processes involved with Capacity Market Stress Events
• Their obligations during Capacity Market Stress Events

Capacity Market
Rules
Ofgem

• The penalties for failing to deliver during a Capacity Market Stress
Event
Guidance Docs

Delivery Partners

Working
Practices
EMRS & DB
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1.2 Information for using this guide
This acts as a one-stop guide to help Capacity Providers understand their roles and obligations with respect to
Capacity Market Stress Events.

Legend

It draws upon information set out in the Electricity Market Regulations 2014 (as amended) (“the
Regulations”), the Capacity Market Rules 2014 (as amended) (“the Rules”), and the Working Practice and
guidance documents published by EMRS and the EMR Delivery Body.

Links with other
documents

The guide was designed to be easy to navigate and to emphasise the key information within these
documents. Internal and external hyperlinks are provided, and key points, important issues and rule changes
are also highlighted as per the legend on this page.

Potential rule change

This guide focuses on System Stress Events that are relevant to Capacity Providers. These are referred to in
this document as Capacity Market Stress Events and are defined as “a System Stress Event that has occurred
at least four hours after a Capacity Market Notice has been issued and post-event analysis by National Grid
ESO has confirmed that a System Stress Event has occurred”. The definitions of a Capacity Market Stress Event
and other key terms are given in Section 3 and the Glossary.

Important things to
remember
Shortcut to main
contents page

Throughout the document we refer to both Capacity Market Stress Events and System Stress Events. These are two distinct terms.
System Stress Event has the meaning given in the Rules (and in Section 3.2), while Capacity Market Stress Event has the meaning given
in the paragraph above.
For an overview of:
●

Requirements before a Capacity Market Stress Event, see Section 3.1

●

Requirements by party type, see Section 5.7

●

The calculation of CM penalties, see Section 8

In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between this document and “the Rules”, the “Regulations” or the Auction Guidelines, the
Rules, Regulations and Auction Guideline documents take precedence. Except in the case of Capacity Market Stress Event, Capitalised
terms used in this document have the same meanings given in the Capacity Market Rules.
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1.3 Overview of CM responsibilities
Organisation

A ring-fenced part of NG ESO

On behalf of ESC

CM Responsibilities
•

Deliver the Capacity Market in line with Rules and Regulations

•

Advise the government on the required de-rated capacity to be procured in the Capacity Auctions

•

Administer Capacity Market prequalification, maintain the Capacity Market Register and run
Capacity Market auctions

•

Manage the Capacity Market settlement operations.

•

Ensure that Capacity Providers receive capacity payments, funded by collecting the Capacity Market
Supplier Charge.

•

Manage credit cover, undertake meter assurance, collect penalty fees for under-delivery and
disburse payments for over-delivery as part of the settlement process

•

To provide advice and information to BEIS about the Capacity Market Settlement process.

•

Determine the payments and penalties required under the settlement process and issue invoices
and reminders

•

Validate metered data of Capacity Providers during a Capacity Market Stress Event

•

EMR Delivery Body (DB) is part of National Grid ESO but is ring fenced via licence conditions

•

Publish a Capacity Market Notice at least four hours in advance of when it believes that inaction will
result in there being less generation available than is required to meet national electricity demand
on the transmission system (accounting for additional reserve requirements of approximately
500MW)
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1.4 Key roles in a Capacity Market Stress Event
Organisation

On behalf of ESC

Capacity
Provider

CM Stress Event Responsibilities
•

Deliver the Capacity Market in line with Rules
and Regulations

•

Issues Capacity Market Notices

•

Supports ESC in managing meter changes and
tests under the Metering Agent Contract
Maintains and validates Aggregation Rules

•

•
•
•
•
•

Half-hourly
data
aggregator

Track communications from relevant parties
Ensure Authorised Persons are up-to-date
Ensure Aggregation Rules are up-to-date
Engage in Physical Transfers of Capacity
Obligations
Ensure metering pathways have been setup
and are functioning correctly

Activities during CM Stress
Event

•

•

Balances the system

Ensure CMU is generating at
least its Adjusted Load
Following Capacity Obligation
(ALFCO) (see Section 4)

Activities after CM Stress Event

•

Confirms that a Capacity Market Stress Event
has occurred

•
•
•

Publishes the Capacity Volume Register
Operates the settlement system
Issues data default notice

•

Oversees settlement of payments

•
•

Submit data
Take part in Volume Reallocation

•

Provides data to support the settlement
process

•

Provides metering data on behalf of CMUs
registered with the Supplier Volume
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2. Stress event communications

2.1 Key sources of information
related to a Capacity Market
Stress Event

9

•

G4 – EMR Settlement
Authorisations

2.1 Key sources of information related to
Capacity Market Stress Events
Capacity Providers will receive information from a number of sources before, during and after a Capacity Market Stress Event. In some
cases only Authorised Contacts (someone recognised by the Delivery Partners to act on behalf of their EMR Party) will receive
communications. Appendix 2 provides additional industry warnings and sources of information that may be of use to Capacity Providers
but are not directly related to Capacity Market Stress Events.
Info origin

What
Capacity Market
Notifications and
cancellations

National
Grid ESO

On behalf of ESC

National
Grid EMR
Delivery
Body

Confirmation of
System Stress
Event

Capacity Market
System Stress
Event Template

Channel
●

Text Message, email, Capacity
Market Notice website

●

Text Message, email, Capacity
Market Notice website

●

Email from:
emr@nationalgrideso.com
System Stress Event Template
available here.

●

Capacity Volume
Register

●

Via log on at EMRS Settlement
website

Data Default
Notice

●

Emails will come from:
contact@emrsettlement.co.uk

Who can receive it

Notes
●

●

Public, email subscribers

●

Public, email subscribers

●

Capacity Providers’ assigned
main admins

●

Primary Party Authority, Finance
Authority, Operating Authority,
Finance Contact

●

Primary Party Authority, Finance
Contact

●

Parties should sign up
to email and text
message alerts at the
Capacity Market
Notice Website
Email and text alerts
are tested at the start
of the delivery year

EMRS
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3. Overview of a Capacity Market Stress Event
3.1 Requirements before a
Capacity Market Stress Event

3.6 The Capacity Volume
Register

3.2 Definition of a Capacity Market
Stress Event

3.7 Deadlines following a
Capacity Market Stress Event

3.3 Capacity Market Notices

3.8 Key milestones following a
Capacity Market Stress Event

3.4 Comparison of Capacity Market
Notice and Electricity Margin
Notice
3.5 Relationship between CMNs
and Capacity Market Stress Events

3.9 Summary timeline of a
Capacity Market Stress Event
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3.1 Requirements before a Capacity
Market Stress Event

G4 – EMR Settlement
Authorisations

We are working on
changes to allow market
participants receive a
receipt email once meter
data file submitted by
SFTP and show meter
data on the EMRS Portal.

It is important that all Capacity Providers have ensured:
• The Metering System Identifiers (MSIDs) they have provided match the correct Balancing Mechanism Unit (BMU) in their portfolio.
This is particularly relevant for any Capacity Market Unit (CMU) that is made up of multiple components/BMUs. Capacity Providers
must provide this data to the EMR Delivery Body. EMRS then validates the data to ensure it is correct

• They have up to date Aggregation Rules in place for their CMUs if required to do so.
‐ Aggregation Rules are created to allow Metered Volumes to be calculated per CMU, which is then used to calculate how much
of a CMU’s capacity obligation has been delivered (Aggregation Rules are covered in more detail in Section 5.5)
• That they have set up their metering pathways and they are functioning correctly (see Section 5.2)
• That they are signed up to all of the relevant contact lists (see Appendix 2)
• They are aware of and tracking when Capacity Market Notices are in effect (see Section 3.3)
• That they know what data they need to provide, the correct format of this and how to provide it to the correct organisation (see
Section 5)
• That their CMUs are able to meet their obligations
• Non capacity agreement holders have registered to volume reallocate
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•

CM rules section 8.4.1

3.2 Definition of a Capacity Market
Stress Event
Terms in this document
Capacity Market
Stress Event

For the purposes of this guide a Capacity Market
Stress Event is a System Stress Event that has
occurred at least four hours after a Capacity
Market Notice has been issued and post-event
analysis by National Grid ESO has confirmed that a
System Stress Event has occurred.
Capacity Providers face penalties if they do not
deliver their Adjusted Load Following Capacity
Obligation (ALFCO) during a Capacity Market
Stress Event. Section 4 explains ALFCO in detail.
These events occur when the ESO has issued a
Capacity Market Notice (CMN) at least four hours
ahead of a Settlement Period in which Demand
Control has taken place to resolve a national
shortage of generation resources. The ESO
confirms that such an event took place ex-post
following the System Stress Event.

For the purposes of this guide a Capacity Market Stress Event is a
System Stress Event that has occurred at least four hours after a
Capacity Market Notice has been issued and post-event analysis by
National Grid ESO has confirmed that a System Stress Event has
occurred.

CM rules defined terms
System Stress
Event

“A Settlement Period in which a System Operator Instigated Demand
Control Event occurs where such event lasts at least 15 continuous
minutes (whether the event falls within one Settlement Period or
across more than one consecutive Settlement Periods, and where the
event falls across multiple consecutive Settlement Periods, each of
those Settlement Periods will be a “System Stress Event”).
The Electricity System Operator (ESO) issues a Demand Reduction;
and/or

Demand Control*

The SO issues an Emergency Manual Disconnection Instruction to one
or more Distribution Network Operator (DNO); and/or
An Automatic Low Frequency Demand Disconnection takes place.

Capacity Market
Notice

Warnings are issued when National Grid ESO believes the expected
available generation is within 500MW of expected demand.

*There are some exceptions to this rule, as set out in Appendix 1.
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3.3 Capacity Market Notices
A Capacity Market Notice (CMN) is one of the first indications that a Capacity Market Stress
Event may be about to occur. They are issued when National Grid ESO believes the
expected available generation is within 500MW of expected demand.
At least four hours before a System Stress Event is expected to occur, National Grid ESO
issues a CMN, which sets out the time the System Stress Event is expected to occur. These
are posted on the National Grid ESO website and are sent out via email – parties will need
to sign up to this mailing list (see Section 2.2).
If a CMN is not issued at least four hours before a System Stress Event occurs then Capacity
Providers will not be penalised for failing to meet their obligations.
CMNs can also be triggered in response to a Demand Reduction Instruction or a Low
Frequency Disconnection event – where these events occur and a CMN is not already in
effect then a CMN is issued.
There is no formal dispatch mechanism for the Capacity Market, but CMNs are intended to
be a signal to Capacity Providers that the risk of a System Stress Event is higher than under
normal circumstances.

Other system warnings
There are a number of other system
warnings that can be issued when there is
an insufficient margin between supply and
demand. These are often linked but are not
dependent on one another. For example,
an Electricity Margin Notice (EMN) could
occur following a CMN. An EMN is issued
when National Grid ESO believes there is a
significant risk that generation will not
meet demand. However, a CMN could be
issued and resolved before an EMN is
needed, or an EMN could be issued without
a CMN if the problem needs to be resolved
quickly (i.e. a large unplanned outage).
Some of these other system warnings and
how they interact are explained in Section
2.1.

CMNs do not signal the start of a System Stress Event. Once a CMN is issued Capacity
Providers have to make a decision as to how they meet their obligations.
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3.4 Comparison of Capacity Market Notice and
Electricity Margin Notice

National Grid

National Grid

An Electricity Margin Notice (EMN) is issued by the ESO to request extra generation from the market
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3.5 Relationship between CMNs and Capacity
Market Stress Events
CMN issued

Final instruction to
cease demand
reduction

Demand control
instruction issued

CMN
cancelled

Capacity Market Notice in force

Demand Control

No penalty for failing
to deliver
T

Penalty if fail to deliver*
Potential Over Delivery Payments for CMUs
that deliver above their ALFCO during a
Capacity Market Stress Event (see Section
8.13)*

No penalty for failing
to deliver

T + 4 hours
Time

*provided ex-post analysis by National Grid has confirmed that a Capacity Market Stress Event has occurred
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3.6 The Capacity Volume Register

WP48 – Volume
Reallocation, EMRS
Working Paper

The Capacity Volume Register (CVR) is published to provide information on each CMU’s performance in relation to its obligation following
a Capacity Market Stress Event and is used to support Volume Reallocation.
It will be published by 5pm everyday between the 10th and 19th Working Day (inclusive) after the end of the month in which a Capacity
Market Stress Event occurs. By 10am on the 20th Working Day EMRS will publish a final CVR, which will show all Capacity Providers’ final
positions at the closure of the volume reallocation window at 5pm on WD19.
As shown in the example below, the CVR will include:
● The auction acquired capacity obligation of that CMU (AACO) in MW
● The physically traded capacity obligation (PTCO) in MW
● The Reserve for Response (RfR)
● The involuntary load reduction (ILR)
●
●
●
●
●

The load following capacity obligation (LFCO) multiplier
The load following capacity obligation (LFCO) in MW
The capacity delivered by a CMU in each of the settlement periods during a Capacity Market Stress Event in MWh (E)
Each CMU’s Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation (ALFCO) in MWh – which reflects a CMU’s obligation and is covered in more
detail in Section 4.3
Any Initial Over-Delivery Volumes in MWh (IOD)

●
●
●

Any Initial Under-Delivered Volume in MWh (IUD)
The Aggregated traded Capacity Market Volume (ACMV); and
The adjusted metered output in MWh (AE) (equal to E plus ACMV)
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3.7 Deadlines following a Capacity
Market Stress Event

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.4.4

WDX means the day X working days after the last working day of the calendar month in which the Capacity Market Stress Event occurs
●

WD3: To ensure timely ALFCO calculations, Capacity Providers should submit Balancing Services data (see Section 5)

●

WD9: Deadline for Capacity Providers to submit Meter Data
●

Missing this deadline would put the Capacity Provider in Data Default (see Section 5.6)

●

WD10: EMRS publish the Capacity Volume Register (CVR)

●

WD11 to WD19: Window for Volume Reallocation
●

EMRS will publish updated an updated CVR at the end of each WD in this window

●

WD20: EMRS publish final CVR

●

WD21: EMRS issue penalty invoices

●

WD26: Deadline for penalty payments (if penalties are not paid they will be deducted from the Capacity Provider’s future Capacity
Payments – see Section 8.12)
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3.8 Key milestones following a Capacity
Market Stress Event
Deadline for
Capacity Providers
to submit Balancing
Services data

Capacity
Market Stress
Event occurs in
previous month

WD1

WD2

WD3

EMRS publish
first CVR

Window for Capacity Providers to submit data

WD4

WD5

WD6

WD7

WD8

WD9

WD12

WD13

WD14

WD22

WD16

WD17

WD18

WD19

WD20

Deadline for Capacity
Providers to pay penalty
invoices

EMRS issues
penalty invoices

WD21

WD15

WD10

EMRS publish
final CVR

Volume reallocation window for Capacity Providers

WD11

WDX means the day X
working days after the
last working day in
which the Capacity
Market Stress Event
occurs

WD23

WD24

WD25

WD26
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3.9 Summary timeline of a Capacity
Market Stress Event

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.4.4

As previously mentioned the first indication that a Capacity Market Stress Event may occur is a Capacity Market Notice. This will be
published on National Grid’s website.

High level timeline of a Capacity Market Stress Event
CMN is issued
System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event Occurs
National Grid ESO analyses the event and determines that a System Stress Event did occur
National Grid ESO publishes details of the System Stress Event
Capacity Providers submit data (see Section 5)

EMRS issues Capacity Volume Register
Capacity Providers reallocate volumes to avoid penalties
EMRS issue penalty invoices on behalf of ESC
Capacity Providers pay any penalties
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4.ALFCO
4.1 Capacity Provider obligations
4.2 High-level indicative example

4.7 ALFCO calculation term
definitions

4.3 ALFCO calculation for BMUs

4.8 ALFCO calculation term
definitions (Cont.)

4.4 ALFCO supporting calculations

4.9 ALFCO example calculation

for BMUs
4.5 ALFCO calculation for non-BMUs

4.10 ALFCO example calculation
(Cont.)

4.6 LFCO calculation
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4.1 Capacity Provider obligations
Capacity Provider must deliver their “Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation” (ALFCO) during a
Capacity Market Stress Event, as defined in Section 3.2.
EMRS calculates the ALFCO for each CMU after a Capacity Market Stress Event has occurred and
then publishes it in the Capacity Volume Register (see Section 3.6).
This can not be known exactly until after the Capacity Market Stress Event has occurred because it is
a function of the overall system demand and the amount of volume a CMU provides for balancing
services (see Section 6).

At a high level a CMU’s indicative ALFCO is calculated as:

ALFCO

AACO

% of peak
demand

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

Adjusted Load Following
Capacity Obligation (ALFCO)
This is a Capacity Provider’s
committed obligation for a
settlement period during a
Capacity Market Stress Event,
with balancing services taken into
account, e.g. acceptance of a
negative bid offer to reduce
output. It is also related to the
percentage of demand that needs
to be met.

Capacity
committed
to
balancing
services

●

AACO (Auction Acquired Capacity Obligation)= (nameplate capacity – auxiliary load)*de-rating factor (this is given on the
Capacity Market Register)

●

% of peak demand relates to what demand is during the Capacity Market Stress Event in comparison to the contracted
capacity procured through the Capacity Auction. This also takes into account the Reserve for Response amount, which is
explained in Section 4.7

●

Capacity committed to balancing services means the volume the CMU provides for the relevant balancing services outlined
in Section 6.1
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4.2 High-level indicative example
The following high level example is for an individual CMU in a single Settlement Period
• De-rated capacity = 20MW

• Peak demand during Capacity Market Stress Event = 45,000MW

• Capacity procured for the relevant Delivery Year = 50,000MW • Capacity committed to balancing services = 5MW

De-rated
capacity

% of peak
demand

ALFCO

20MW

(45,000/5
0,000)*10
0
= 90%

ALFCO

13MW

ALFCO

Capacity
committed
to balancing
services

5MW
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4.3 ALFCO calculation for BMUs

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

For the full calculation of ALFCO the following calculations are used.
For a Generating CMU or an interconnector CMU that is comprised of BM Units the full calculation for
ALFCO is:
The Load Following Capacity
Obligation (LFCO) of a
Capacity Committed CMU in
a given Settlement Period in
MWh. The calculation for
this is given in Section 4.6

ALFCO

LFCO

QBOA is an adjustment
factor used to account for
a CMU reducing its output
as a result of Negative BidOffer Acceptances. The
calculation for this is given
in Section 4.4

1- 𝛽

QBOA

QAS is the BM Unit
Applicable Balancing
Services Volume
provided by the CMU

1- 𝛽

QAS, 0

𝛽

QBSCCC

min

The Adjusted Load
Following Capacity
Obligation (LFCO) is a
Capacity Provider’s
committed obligation for
a Settlement Period
during a Capacity Market
Stress Event

𝛽 = 1 where a
Relevant Balancing
Service is provided
and is zero
otherwise

QBSCCC is the
aggregate of Declared
Availability minus
Contracted Output
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4.4 ALFCO supporting calculations for
BMUs

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

QME is the aggregate of the Period
Expected Metered Volume for each BM
Unit comprised in the CMU which is
providing a Relevant Balancing Service in a
given Settlement Period

QBSCCC is the aggregate
of Declared Availability
minus Contracted Output
QBSCCC

max

0,

MEL

QME

MEL is the aggregate of the Maximum
Export Limit for each BM Unit comprised
in the CMU which is providing a Relevant
Balancing Service in a given Settlement
Period
QAO is the Period BM Unit Total
Accepted Offer Volume

QBOA
QBOA is an adjustment
factor used to account for
a CMU reducing its
output as a result of
Negative Bid-Offer
Acceptances

∑

QAO

QAB

QAB is the Period BM Unit Total
Accepted Bid Volume
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•

4.5 ALFCO calculation for non-BMUs

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

For a Generating CMU or an interconnector CMU not comprised of BM Units the calculation for ALFCO is:
The Adjusted Load
Following Capacity
Obligation (LFCO) is a
Capacity Provider’s
committed obligation for a
Settlement Period during a
Capacity Market Stress
Event,

QBSCCC is the
aggregate of
Declared Availability
minus Contracted
Output
ALFCO

LFCO

𝛽

QBSCCC

𝛽 = 1 where a
Relevant Balancing
Service is provided
and is zero
otherwise

The Load Following Capacity
Obligation (LFCO) of a
Capacity Committed CMU in a
given Settlement Period in
MWh. The calculation for this
is given in Section 4.6

QBSCCC is the aggregate
of Declared Availability
minus Contracted Output
QBSCCC

Declared
Availability

Contracted
output
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•

4.6 LFCO calculation
PTCO is the
Physically Traded
Capacity
Obligation of the
CMU

AACO

•

∑E is the total output of
all Capacity Committed
CMUs together with
any CMU in respect of
which an Acceptable
Transferee is a CMVR
Registered Participant

The Involuntary Load
Reduction (ILR). This is
the load shed by
Distribution Network
Owners to meet any
Demand reduction
Instruction, and also load
shed as a result of any
Automatic Low
Frequency Demand
Disconnection

SCO

2 x ∑E

PTCO

LFCO

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

The Reserve for
Response (RƒR)
amount. This is
published by the EMR
Delivery Body in the
most recent electricity
capacity report prior to
the relevant Auction
Window for the
relevant Delivery Year

RƒR

2 x ILR

, 1

min

2
∑ AACO

The Load Following
Capacity Obligation
(LFCO) of a Capacity
Committed CMU in a
given Settlement Period
in MWh. The calculation
for this is given in Section
4.4

AACO is the
Auction Acquired
Capacity
Obligation of the
CMU

SCO is the
Suspended
Capacity Obligation
of the CMU

SCO

∑AACO is the sum of Auction
Acquired Capacity Obligations over
all Capacity Committed CMUs
together with any CMU in respect of
which an Acceptable Transferee is a
CMVR Registered Participant
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•

CM rule 8.5.2

4.7 ALFCO calculation term definitions
• AACO = The Auction Acquired Capacity Obligation • QBOA = An adjustment factor used to account for a
of the CMU
CMU reducing its output as a result of Negative BidOffer Acceptances
• 𝛽 = 1 where a Relevant Balancing Service is
provided and is zero otherwise
• QBSCCC = The aggregate of Declared Availability
minus Contracted Output
• ∑E = The total output of all Capacity Committed
CMUs or CMVR Registered CMUs
• QME = The aggregate of the Period Expected
Metered Volume for each BM Unit comprised in the
• ILR = The Involuntary Load Reduction of load shed
CMU which is providing a Relevant Balancing
by Distribution Network Owners to meet any
Service in a given Settlement Period
Demand reduction Instruction, and also load shed
•

•
•
•
•

as a result of any Automatic Low Frequency
•
Demand Disconnection
MEL = The aggregate of the Maximum Export Limit
for each BM Unit comprised in the CMU which is
providing a Relevant Balancing Service in a given
Settlement Period
•
PTCO = The Physically Traded Capacity Obligation of
the CMU
•
QAB = The Period BM Unit Total Accepted Bid
Volume
QAO = The Period BM Unit Total Accepted Offer
Volume
QAS = BM Unit Applicable Balancing Services
Volume

RƒR = The reserve for response amount, which is
published by the EMR Delivery Body in the most
recent electricity capacity report prior to the
relevant Auction Window for the relevant Delivery
Year
SCO = the Suspended Capacity Obligation of the
CMU
∑ = is the sum over all Capacity Committed CMUs
together with any CMU in respect of which an
Acceptable Transferee is a CMVR Registered
Participant;
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•

CM rule 8.5.2

4.8 ALFCO calculation term definitions (Cont.)
For the following example it has been assumed that no balancing services have been offered by the CMU and
therefore the following values have been used:
•
•
•
•

AACO = 20MW
∑AACO = 20MW
𝛽=0
∑ E = 70,000MWh

•
•
•
•
•

ILR = 800MWh
MEL = 30MWh
PTCO = 0MW
QAB = 0MW
QAO = 0MW

•
•
•
•
•

QAS = 0MW
QBOA = 0MW + 0MW = 0MW
QBSCCC = 5MW
QME = 30MW - 25MW
RƒR = 1000MW

• SCO = 0MW
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•

4.9 ALFCO example calculation

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

The Load Following Capacity Obligation (LFCO) is calculated for a Capacity Committed CMU in a given Settlement
Period in MWh to support the ALFCO calculation

AACO

PTCO

SCO

LFCO

2 x ∑E

2 x ILR

RƒR

, 1

min

2
SCO

∑ AACO

20MW

LFCO

0MW

2x
70,000M
W

0MW

1,000
MW

2 x 800
MW

, 1

min

2

LFCO

60,000M
W

0MW

10MWh
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•

4.10 ALFCO example calculation (Cont.)

•

G17 – Capacity
Provider Payments,
EMRS Guidance
CM rule 8.5.2

For a Generating CMU or an interconnector CMU that is comprised of BM Units the full calculation for ALFCO is:

ALFCO

LFCO

1- 𝛽

QBOA

1- 𝛽

QAS, 0

𝛽

QBSCCC

0, 0

0

5MWh

min

ALFCO

10 MWh

1

0

1

min

ALFCO

10 MWh
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5. Obligations following a Capacity Market Stress
Event: metered data submission
5.1 Obligations after a Capacity
Market Stress Event

5.2 Meter pathways
5.3 HHDA Metering Pathways
5.4 Self submission Metering Pathways

5.5 Aggregation Rules
5.6 Data default
5.7 Data provision obligations by CMU
type
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•

5.1 Obligations after a Capacity Market
Stress Event

•

WP195 – Capacity
Market and CfD
Metered Data, EMRS
Working Practice
CM rules, Section 14

Following a Capacity Market Stress Event, Capacity Providers’ have a number of data submission requirements:
●

Meter data submission – for Capacity Market Unit (CMUs) metering data to be sent to EMRS (see Section 5.2).

●

Balancing services data submission – for Capacity Providers that were providing Balancing Services to the ESO to submit
data to EMR DB (see Section 6)

●

Capacity Market Volume Reallocation Notification submission – for Capacity Providers that wish to trade or reallocate
capacity obligations (see Section 7)

It is the Capacity Provider’s responsibility to ensure that data is accurate and complete.
Capacity Providers’ obligations in this area will depend on the type of CMU they are (see Section 5.7) and those that do not submit
required data within the required timeframes could face Data Default (see Section 5.6).
There are also data submission requirements before the stress event (see Section 3.1).
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•
•
•

5.2 Meter pathways

WP195 – Capacity Market and CfD
Metered Data, EMRS Working Practice
CM Rules, Chapter 14
BSCP503 – Half Hourly Data Aggregation
for SVA Metering Systems Registered in
SMRS

Metering pathways describe the different ways that Capacity Providers’ data is submitted to EMRS to be used to calculate Capacity
Obligations. Metering pathways differ depending on how the CMU’s metering is set up (whether the CMU has settlement or nonsettlement meters) and how it is registered in the market (whether the CMU is registered in Central Meter Registration Service (CMRS) or
Supplier Metering Registration System (SMRS)).
Capacity Providers should check in advance of the Capacity Year with EMRS that their data flows are working by emailing the EMRS Help
Desk. This is especially important for Capacity Providers providing data through Half-hourly Data Aggregators (HHDAs) as these flows can
stop when components change electricity suppliers. Capacity Providers are responsible for checking their data flows throughout the
Delivery Year. Please note these will help to demonstrate Satisfactory Performance in a timely manner. It is also important to note that
EMRS do not monitor data flows.
In addition to metering data submission, parties may also need to submit data about balancing services that they’ve provided to the
Electricity System Operator (see Section 6.2) and any metered volume reallocations that wish to submit (see Section 7).
CM Metering
Pathway

CMU type

Data collection and
submission

BSC processes

CMUs with assets
registered in the
CMRS

BSC systems – Central data
collection agent (CDCA) and
Settlement Administration Agent
(SAA)

HHDA

CMUs with assets
registered in the
SMRS

Half Hourly Data Aggregators
(HHDA) via the D0357 dataflow

Self-submission or
DC via the Secure
File Transfer
Protocol (SFTP)

Assets with nonsettlement meters

For party type

Notes

Balancing Mechanism Units
(BMUs)

No additional steps required to submit
metering and balancing service data –
these are carried out by BSC central
systems (although a Capacity Provider
that wishes to issue CMVRNs will need to
submit data – see Section 7.3)

Demand Side CMUs and other
assets that are registered as
part of a supplier portfolio (i.e.
SVA registered)

Particularly important to check dataflows
after there has been a change of supplier

Capacity Providers should ensure that
accounts on the SFTP should be set up
with EMRS prior to the start of the
relevant Delivery Year
Stress event
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Balancing
CM Stress Event
Overview of a
Metered data
Balancing
Volume
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communicatio
during
ALFCO
a stress
Metered data
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Self-submission by the Capacity
Provider or their appointed data
collector (DC)

Parties with existing balancing
services or bespoke metering

•
•
•

5.3 HHDA Metering Pathway

WP195 – Capacity Market and CfD
Metered Data, EMRS Working Practice
CM Rules, Chapter 14
BSCP503 – Half Hourly Data Aggregation
for SVA Metering Systems Registered in
SMRS

The Half-Hourly Data Aggregator (HHDA) Metering Pathway is used for sites that are registered as part of the Supplier Meter
Registration Service (SMRS). This means that an appointed BSC in the Data Transfer Catalogue (DTC) is used to achieve this.
In a SMRS registered site the Capacity Market Unit (CMU) can use the existing Half Hourly Meter used for settlement, as long as this
only comprises assets related to the CMU, to determine the Metered Volumes for the CMU.
The Metered Volumes will be downloaded by the appointed HHDC who will pass them on to the appointed HHDA. The HHDA will
submit the Metered Volumes to EMRS. This process uses four data flows and the D0357 flow for each component in the CMU and the
EMR Settlement system will perform the aggregation (see Section 5.5 on aggregation rules).
It is important that Capacity Providers ensure their MSIDs are correct before a Capacity Market Stress Event (see Section 3.1)
Capacity Provider

Supplier

HHDA

Notifies
supplier

Appoints
HHDA

HHDA
accepts or
rejects

HHDC
Collects and
sends
metered
data

Data
submitted to
EMRS
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•

WP195 – Capacity Market and CfD
Metered Data, EMRS Working Practice

5.4 Self submission Metering Pathways
An existing Balancing Services Capacity Provider and a Capacity Provider using a Bespoke Metering Configuration Solution can submit
Metered Volumes by self-submission (this can include a manual process).
Self-submission can be carried out by the Capacity Provider itself, or by its associated Data Collector (DC).
The main metered data should be provided to EMRS using a CSV defined file format uploaded via the Secure File Transfer Protocol
(SFTP).
• Data must be submitted for a Settlement Day, and not just the relevant Settlement Periods
• If the main meter data is incorrect due to a metering fault the check meter data will be submitted to EMRS. It is the responsibility of
the Capacity Provider to inform ESC of the metering fault.
• The half-hourly data sent by the Capacity Provider will be in kWh (one decimal place) and in clock time.
• The defined format for the Self-Submission Metering Pathway CSV file can be found in Appendix 2 of WP195
It is the Capacity Provider’s responsibility to ensure that the data provided is consistent with that provided by the meter and is sent in
the required format.
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•

5.5 Aggregation Rule
Aggregation Rules are created for Capacity Providers and Capacity Market Volume Reallocation
(CMVR) Registered Participants (see Section 7) to allow Metered Volumes to be calculated per
CMU where those CMUs comprise a number of different metering solutions.

WP25 – EMR Aggregation Rules,
EMRS Working Practice
Following Modification OF12, which
was delivered in 2019, we have now
implemented changes to the DB
Portal to allow Metering Information
to be submitted via the EMR DB
Portal.

• A CMU can be made up of a number of components
• A CMU component can be made up of one or more Metered Entities
• A Metered Entity is an individual component of a CMU that has a settlement or a nonsettlement meter
The aggregated volumes of these Metered Entities are then used in the EMR Settlement System
to calculate a CMUs ALFCO.
The overall aggregation process is driven by the EMR Aggregation Rules, a master copy of which is
maintained by EMRS.
• EMRS creates an Aggregation Rule for a CMU based on metering information provided by the
Capacity Provider via the EMR DB Portal, which is validated and transmitted to EMRS.

• This information is submitted by the Capacity Provider or CMVR Registered Participant. It is
important that Capacity Providers ensure they have these rules in place before the start of the
Delivery Year
Aggregation Rules must include all of the components making up the CMU as well as all relevant
identifiers for the Metering System. Relevant Identifiers are BM Unit Identification numbers or
Meter System Identification number (MSID).
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5.6 Data Default
Data Default means that Capacity Providers have failed to supply the metered data required
following a Capacity Market Stress Event by the 9th Working Day after the last working day of the
month in which the relevant Capacity Market Stress Event occurred.

Deadlines for submitting data
Capacity Providers are only required to submit
data following a Capacity Market Stress Event.
However if data is submitted regularly
throughout the Delivery Year this will help
with proving a CMUs Satisfactory Performance
in a timely manner.

If this occurs, a Capacity Provider will receive a Data Default Notice from EMRS.
A Data Default notice means a Capacity Provider’s Capacity Payments will be withheld until it
complies with their data requirements and the Data Default notice has been revoked.
Providing the missing data will bring a Capacity Provider out of Data Default and a Capacity
Provider’s payments will resume, but it will not rectify settlement calculations already carried out.
For any CMUs missing data required for determining Capacity Market Stress Event performance,
EMRS will apply ‘minimum’ values to determine under-delivery and associated penalties.

Capacity provider

EMRS

Payments

Missing
metered
data

EMRS sends
data default
notice

CM
Payments
suspended

Missing
metered
data
provided

EMRS
revokes
data
default
notice

CM
Payments
resume
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•

5.7 Data provision obligations by CMU type

WP195 – Capacity Market
and CfD Metered Data, EMRS
Guidance

Party type

Assets
registered via
Central Meter
Registration
Service (CMRS)

No action needed – BSC systems submit data

BMU CMUs

Via the Capacity Market System Stress Event
Template.

Non-BMU CMUs
with settlement
meters

Supplier Meter
Registration
Service (SMRS)

Via the Half-Hourly Data Aggregator (HHDA)

Via the Capacity Market System Stress Event
Template.

Self-submission within 9WDs

Via the Capacity Market System Stress Event
Template.

Submit data from at least six weeks prior to the start of the relevant
settlement period to inform the baselining methodology and the
Settlement Period immediately before and immediately after each such
Settlement Period which is used for de-rating

Via the Capacity Market System Stress Event
Template if non-BSC party.

Data required for each Settlement Period which is used for baselining
or capability testing, and the Settlement Period immediately before
and immediately after each such Settlement Period or which is used for
de-rating

Via the Capacity Market System Stress Event
Template.

Non-BMU CMUs
with nonsettlement
meters

CMRS or SMRS

DSR CMUs

SMRS

Storage

Metered data submission

CMRS or SMRS

Balancing Services submission

Submit data from at least six weeks prior to the start of the relevant
settlement period to inform the baselining methodology
Interconnector
BMUS

CMRS

No action needed – BSC systems submit data

NA
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6. Obligations following a Capacity Market Stress
Event: Balancing services data submission

6.1 Relevant Balancing Services
6.2 Balancing Services data
submission

40

CM rules, schedule 2 and 4

6.1 Relevant Balancing Services
A Capacity Provider’s Capacity Obligation is adjusted for any Relevant Balancing Services that they were
providing during the Capacity Market Stress Event.
Relevant Balancing Services are defined in Schedule 4 of the CM rules. These are shown below.
If a CMU was providing Relevant Balancing Services during the Stress Event, they should complete and
submit the correct System Stress Event Template to the Delivery Body within 3 WDs following the last
working day of the month in which the Capacity Market Stress Event took place. Failure to do so may
result in inaccurate ALFCO calculations.

Following the 2018 Mock Stress
Event it is acknowledged that the
SO does not have balancing
services data at a CMU level. This
process is therefore required for
all Capacity Providers with a
relevant balancing service to
inform the DB via the template.
See FAQ section for more detail.

Relevant Balancing Services in Schedule
4 of the CM rules

Short Term
Operating
Reserve

Fast Reserve

Enhanced
Frequency
Response

Firm
Frequency
Response

Constraint
Management
Service

Frequency
Control by
Demand
Management
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6.2 Balancing Services data submission
If a CMU was providing Relevant Balancing Services during the
Capacity Market Stress Event, in order to ensure timely calculation of
their ALFCO, they should ensure they complete and submit the
correct System Stress Event Data Template to the Delivery Body
within 3 WDs of the last working day of the month in which the
Capacity Market Stress Event took place.

3WD – deadline for
submitting balancing
services data
CM rules, schedule 2 and
4
System Stress Event
Template on ESC DB
portal

DSR CMU’s are required to provide extra data (6 weeks of data) to
determine the baseline demand (as per schedule 2 of the CM rules).
Capacity Providers submit this data using the System Stress Event
Data Template, which will be circulated by National Grid EMR DB
after a Capacity Market Stress Event. The template can also be
accessed from the EMR DB Portal by clicking here.

System Stress Event Data Template
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7. Volume Reallocation

7.1 Volume Reallocation process
7.2 Volume Reallocation process
(cont.)
7.3 Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation Notifications (CMVRNs)
7.4 Initiating volume reallocation
7.5 Creating a CMVRN
7.6 CMVRN matching
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7.1 Volume Reallocation process
Capacity Providers are able to reallocate volumes for any Settlement Period that forms part of a Capacity
Market Stress Event from an over-delivering CMU to an under-delivering CMU. By reallocating volumes
Capacity Providers are able to reduce the amount of Penalty Charges they owe.
Volume Reallocation can be done ex-post between a Capacity Provider and another Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation (CMVR) Registered Participant.
●

All Capacity Providers are automatically included in the volume reallocation process and do not need to
register.

●

Any CMU that participated in the auction for the relevant delivery year, but does not hold a capacity
agreement for the relevant Delivery Year, is able to register to participate in volume reallocation providing
registration has been done prior to the stress event.

Volume reallocation involves one CMVR Registered Participant submitting a file for the CMU which is trading
away excess volume (the “transferor” and the owner of the CMU receiving the volume (the “transferee”)
submitting an equal but opposite file).

Volume Reallocation and
Secondary Trading
Both Volume Reallocation
and Secondary Trading are
methods of reducing
penalties for under delivery
should a Capacity Market
Stress Event occur.
However, they are different
in that Secondary Trading
must be done before a
Capacity Market Stress
Event occurs (ex-ante),
whereas Volume
Reallocation can only be
done between the 10th and
19th working day after the
final working day of the
month a Capacity Market
Stress Event occurs (expost).

These files are known as Capacity Market Volume Reallocation Notifications (CMVRNs) – See Section 7.3.
CMU A
(CMVR
transferor)

MWh, per
Settlement
Period

•
•

CMU B
(CMVR
transferee)

Registration for volume
reallocation must be
complete prior to a stress
event on the DB portal
against the CMU, see
guidance on EMR DB portal.

EMRS
Validates
Matches
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7.2 Volume Reallocation process (cont.)
EMRS validates these files, matches them to their counterparts and notifies the
CMVR Registered Participants involved if they have been accepted or not.
The volume reallocation process runs from the 10th working day in the month
following the month in which the Capacity Market Stress Event took place until the
19th working day.

CMU A
(CMVR
transferor)

MWh, per
Settlement Period

CMU B
(CMVR
transferee)

On WD10 EMRS will publish the Capacity Volume Register (CVR)by 5pm. On each
Settlement Day between WD11 and WD19 inclusive EMRS will publish an updated
CVR by no later than 5pm.
During this period EMRS will publish the Capacity Volume Register (CVR) at the end
of each working day. The CVR shows the total obligation of each CMU for each
settlement period during the Capacity Market Stress Event, including any
reallocated volumes see Section 3.6).

EMRS
• Validates
• Matches

If at the end of the volume reallocation period a CMU has still underdelivered on its
obligation then it will incur penalties (calculated monthly – see Section 8). Any
CMUs that have delivered above their obligation may potentially receive over
delivery payments (calculated annually based on the total amount of penalties
paid).
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7.3 Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation Notifications (CMVRNs)
The Volume Reallocation window is open from 8.30am on the 11th working day after the end of the month in
which the Capacity Market Stress Event occurred until 4.30pm on the 19th working day.
Capacity Providers submit Capacity Market Volume Reallocation Notification (CMVRN) to EMRS during the
Volume Reallocation window.
The owner(s) of each participating CMU needs to provide to EMRS, via their preferred method, a Capacity
Market Volume Reallocation Notification (CMVRN) in CSV format. The CSV format is available in Appendix 2 of
EMRS Working Practice 48.

CMVRN must be sent by
both the transferor and
the transferee
Window opens at 8.30 on
the 11th working day and
closes at 4.30 on the 19th
working day after the end
of the month in which the
Capacity Market Stress
Event occurs
WP195 – Capacity
Market and CfD Metered
Data, EMRS Working
Practice
WP48 – Volume
Reallocation, EMRS
Working Practice
CM rules chapter 10

A CMVRN must be sent by both the transferor and the transferee. The volume to be transferred in the
notifications from each party must be equal but of opposite signs; negative for the transferor and positive for
the transferee.
CMVRNs received will be used to adjust the Capacity Volume Register (CVR) at the end of each working day,
with a final CVR published WD20.
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7.4 Initiating volume reallocation

WP48 – Volume
Reallocation, EMRS
Working Practice

The CVR should be used to identify potential CMUs to trade volumes with. It contains information on each CMU’s performance
compared to its ALFCO (i.e. what it has over or under delivered).
To initiate volume reallocation each participating CMU must provide EMRS a CMVRN in CSV format. EMRS must receive one from the
CMVR transferor and one from the CMVR transferee with matching values but opposite signs:
●

The CMVR file for the transferor must report the volume as a negative figure

●

The CMVR file for the transferee must report the volume as a positive figure

The Settlement Periods specified in both CMVRN files must be covered by a Capacity Market Stress Event.
Trading Capacity Providers are not able to switch from buying to selling (or vice-versa) in the same file and would need to submit a
separate CMVRN to trade in the opposite direction.
In situations where a Capacity Obligation has been transferred between two Capacity Providers by a Physically Traded Capacity
Obligation (i.e. traded through Secondary Trading before the Capacity Market Stress occurred), only the Capacity Provider against which
the Capacity Obligation is registered on the settlement date of the Stress Event can submit a CMVRN.
When the EMRS system matches a notification with its equal and opposite notification then the new capacity obligations for both CMUs
will be reflected in the next version of the CVR.

Over delivering CMUs can only trade as long as they do not reduce their output to below their own ALFCO. Similarly under delivering
CMUs can only trade obligations as long as they do not exceed their ALFCO. Any trades breaking these rules will not be accepted.
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7.5 Creating a CMVRN

CMVRN must be sent by
both the transferor and
the transferee
WP48 – Volume
Reallocation, EMRS
Working Practice
CM rules chapter 10

CMVRNs can only be submitted by either a Capacity Provider or a CMVR Registered Participant. The CMVRN must specify:
• The Capacity Provider, or CMVR Registered Participant, and its CMVR Transferor to which the CMVRN relates;
• The Capacity Provider, or CMVR Registered Participant, and its CMVR Transferee to which the CMVRN relates;
• One or more Settlement Period to which the CMVRN relates;
• The Traded Capacity Market Volume; and
• A CMVRN identifier provided by the Contract Trading Party in accordance with guidance that will be produced by the CM Settlement
Body “from time to time”
CMVRNs are only valid if:
• It is submitted between WD11 and WD19 inclusive after the end of the calendar month in which the Settlement Period to which the
CMVRN relates occurred;
• The Settlement Period or periods specified was or were a System Stress Event; and
• It is submitted by either the relevant parties and is in the correct form, as set out in guidance produced by the CM Settlement Body
“from time to time”
The CM Settlement Body must:
• Validate each CMVRN submitted to it; and
• Inform the relevant parties who submitted a CMVRN if it does not validate a CMVRN submitted to it.
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7.6 CMVRN matching

CMVRN must be sent by
both the transferor and
the transferee
WP48 – Volume
Reallocation, EMRS
Working Practice
CM rules chapter 10

In relation to CMVRNs, a Settlement Period will only be “matched” if:
• The CMVRN is valid (see Section 7.5)
• The corresponding CMVRN is valid; and
• The Traded Capacity Market Volume for the Settlement Period specified in the CMVRN are the same
A corresponding CMVRN is the CMVRN submitted by the other Contract Trading Party relating to the same CMUs.
The CM Settlement Body must issue a notification report for a matched CMVRN to the person who submitted the CMVRN “as soon as
practicable” after it is matched
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8. Penalty invoice calculation

8.1 How penalties are incurred
8.2 How penalties are calculated
8.3 Penalty caps
8.4 Example 1 – CMU with a single
Capacity Obligation

8.8 Example 2 – Calculating a CMUs
weighted penalty rate
8.9 Example 2 – Calculating a CMUs
half-hourly penalty
8.10 Example 2 – Monthly penalty cap

8.5 Example 1 – Monthly penalty cap

8.11 Example 2 – Annual penalty cap

8.6 Example 1 – Annual penalty cap

8.12 Timings for penalty invoices and
payments

8.7 Example 2 – CMU with multiple
Capacity Obligations

8.13 Over-delivery payments
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8.1 How penalties are incurred

G11 – Termination of
Capacity Agreements
G17 – Capacity Provider
Payments, EMRS
guidance

Capacity Providers that fail to deliver sufficient Metered Volumes to meet
their Capacity Obligation during a Capacity Market Stress Event, and are
unable to reallocate volumes to another CMU during the volume
reallocation window (see Section 7), will be required to pay a penalty.
The purpose of the penalties is to appropriately incentivise Capacity
Providers to ensure they are able to meet their obligations when called
upon.
The deadlines for paying penalties are shown in Section 8.12.

Penalties and Termination Fees
It is important to note that Penalties and
Termination Fees arise for different reasons and
have different consequences for Capacity Providers.
If a Capacity Provider is required to pay a penalty for
underdelivering they will still hold their Capacity
Agreement and will continue to receive their
payments. These penalties are capped and will
never exceed the payments received by the Capacity
Provider in the relevant Delivery Year (see Section
8.3). Termination Fees are much larger (up to
£35,000/MW) and if a Capacity Provider is required
to pay a Termination Fee they will no longer hold
their Capacity Agreement. Some Termination Events
also require Capacity Providers to return their
payments.
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8.2 How penalties are calculated

G17 – Capacity Provider
Payments, EMRS
guidance

Penalties are calculated on a monthly basis.
The penalty amount is first calculated for each individual CMU and is then apportioned to the appropriate Capacity Provider based on
how long they were responsible for the CMU in the month the Capacity Market Stress Event occurs. This means that Capacity Providers
can incur penalties for CMUs that they did not own at the time of the Capacity Market Stress Event.
Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation (ALFCO) is what Capacity Providers are required to deliver during a Capacity Market
Stress Event.
It is based on the Capacity Obligation of the CMU (as set out in the Capacity Market Register) but is then adjusted to take into account
the percentage of peak demand that is needed during the Capacity Market Stress Event and the capacity of the CMU which has already
been committed to balancing services to manage the Capacity Market Stress Event (the interactions between balancing services and
Capacity Obligations is explained in Section 6).
If Capacity Providers fail to deliver their ALFCO they are subject to penalties.
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8.3 How penalties are calculated (Cont.)

G17 – Capacity Provider
Payments, EMRS
guidance

If Capacity Providers fail to deliver their ALFCO they are subject to penalties.
The penalty calculation for an individual CMU is:

The penalty the CMU
would face in a given
settlement period. All
of the settlement
period penalties in a
month are summed to
give a total monthly
penalty

Settlement
Period Penalty
(SPP)

Underdelivered
Volume
(MW)

Weighted
penalty rate
(£/MWh)

An average based on all
of the CMU’s Capacity
Obligations. This takes
into account the
different obligations
and clearing prices the
CMU may have from
different capacity
auctions

The difference between the CMUs ALFCO (see Section 4.3) and what it delivers during a Capacity
Market Stress Event. This also considers traded obligations and reallocated volumes

All of the SPPs for a month are summed to give a total monthly penalty. EMRS also calculates a variant of this where no capacity is
delivered to give a maximum monthly penalty.
Monthly penalties are capped at 200% of the Capacity Payments received by the CMU in that month. Annual penalties can not
exceed the total payments received by a CMU in the relevant delivery year (i.e. Over the course of a year a CMU can never be
penalised by more than they receive in Capacity Payments).
For illustration, a CMU would have to fail to deliver all of its obligation and any single Capacity Market Stress Event would need to
last a total of approximately four hours for the monthly cap to be hit. There would need to be six such events for the annual cap to
be hit. However, these numbers are purely indicative and the exact number and duration of Capacity Market Stress Events needed
to hit the penalty caps would depend on the ALFCO of the CMU, and the capacity obligation that the CMU holds.
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8.4 Example 1 – CMU with a single Capacity
Obligation
The following example relates to a single CMU which
holds a single Capacity Obligations for the relevant
Delivery Year:

Settlement
Period Penalty

Underdelivered
Volume during
Settlement
Period
(MWh)

Penalty rate
(£/MWh)

• ALFCO = 10MW
• Capacity Price = £8,000/MW
• Penalty rate = £8,000/MW ÷ 24 = £333.33/MWh
• Delivered volume in Settlement Period = 2.5MWh

Settlement
Period Penalty

2.5MWh

Settlement
Period Penalty

£833.33*

£333.33/MWh

• Underdelivered volume in Settlement Period =
(10MW*0.5h)-2.5MWh = 2.5MWh

*It is important to note that penalties are calculated relative to a CMU’s ALFCO, which is calculated for each Settlement Period and
therefore may vary. Therefore, it is unlikely that there will be a uniform penalty across all of the Settlement Periods during a Capacity
Market Stress Event.
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8.5 Example 1 – Monthly penalty cap
Penalties are capped at 200% of the CMUs Capacity Payments for the relevant month. If there are multiple months during a
Delivery Year where Capacity Market Stress Events occur then penalties are capped at 100% of annual payments.
This example assumes that the monthly weighting for Capacity Payments is 10%.

Monthly
penalty cap

ALFCO
(MW)

Auction
clearing
price
(£/MW)

Monthly
payment
weighting
factor

200%

Monthly
penalty cap

10MW

£8,000
/MW

10%

200%

Monthly
penalty cap

£16,000

On this basis the monthly cap would be hit if the Capacity Market Stress Events cumulatively lasted more than 19 Settlement Periods
and the CMU had delivered 50% of its ALFCO in each Settlement Period, as per the previous example.
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8.6 Example 1 – Annual penalty cap
Penalties are capped at 200% of the CMUs Capacity Payments for the relevant month. If there are multiple months during a Delivery
Year where Stress Events occur then penalties are capped at 100% of annual payments.
On this basis the annual cap would be hit if the Capacity Market Stress Events cumulatively last more than 96 Settlement Periods and
the CMU delivered 50% of its ALFCO in each Settlement Period, as per the previous example.

Annual
penalty cap

ALFCO
(MW)

Auction
clearing
price
(£/MW)

Annual
penalty cap

10MW

£8,000
/MW

Annual
penalty cap

£80,000
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Capacity Payments and
penalty rates
All Capacity Payments, and
by extension penalty rates,
are adjusted by CPI for the
relevant Delivery Year.
Therefore the Capacity
Payments and penalties
may differ in Nominal
terms from the auction
clearing price.

8.7 Example 2 – CMU with multiple
Capacity Obligations
The following example relates to a single CMU which holds two Capacity Obligations for the relevant Delivery
Year. When a CMU holds multiple agreements a weighted penalty rate is used.
Obligation 1:

Obligation 2:

•

De-rated capacity obligation = 10MW

•

De-rated capacity obligation = 20MW

•

Price = £8,000/MW

•

Price = £6,000/MW

•

Penalty rate = £8,000/MW ÷ 24 = £333.33/MWh

•

Penalty rate = £6,000/MW ÷ 24 = £250/MWh

Obligation
1 penalty
rate
(£/MWh)

Weighted
penalty
rate
(£/MWh)

Obligation
1 de-rated
capacity
obligation
(MW)

Obligation
1 capacity

Obligation
2 penalty
rate
(£/MWh)

Obligation
2 de-rated
capacity
obligation
(MW)

Obligation
2 capacity
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8.8 Example 2 – Calculating a CMUs weighted
penalty rate
The following example relates to a single CMU which holds two Capacity Obligations for the relevant Delivery Year. When a CMU
holds multiple agreements a weighted penalty rate is used.
Obligation 1:

Obligation 2:

•

De-rated capacity obligation = 10MW

•

De-rated capacity obligation = 20MW

•

Price = £8,000/MW

•

Price = £6,000/MW

•

Penalty rate = £8,000/MW ÷ 24 = £333.33/MWh

•

Penalty rate = £6,000/MW ÷ 24 = £250/MWh

£333.33/
MWh

10MW

£250/
MWh

Weighted
penalty
rate
(£/MWh)

20MW

£277.78/
MWh

10MW

20MW
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8.9 Example 2 – Calculating a CMUs half-hourly
penalty
The following example relates to a single CMU which holds two
Capacity Obligations for the relevant Delivery Year. When a CMU
holds multiple agreements a weighted penalty rate is used.
For this example it is assumed that the CMU underdelivers by 5MW.
•

•

•

Settlement
Period
Penalty

Underdelivere
d Volume
(MWh)

Weighted
penalty rate
(£/MWh)

Settlement
Period
Penalty

2.5MWh
(5MW*0.5
hours)

£277.78/MW
h

Settlement
Period
Penalty

£694.45

Obligation 1:

‐

De-rated capacity obligation = 10MW

‐

Price = £8,000/MW

‐

Penalty rate = £8,000/MW ÷ 24 = £333.33/MWh

Obligation 2:
‐

De-rated capacity obligation = 20MW

‐

Price = £6,000/MW

‐

Penalty rate = £8,000/MW ÷ 24 = £250/MWh

Weighted penalty rate = £277.78/MWh
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8.10 Example 2 – Monthly penalty cap
Penalties are capped at 200% of the
CMUs Capacity Payments for the
relevant month. If there are multiple
months during a Delivery Year where
Stress Events occur then penalties are
capped at 100% of annual payments.

Total
annual
capacity
payments

The example on the right assumes that
the monthly weighting for Capacity
Payments is 10%.

Total
annual
capacity
payments

Monthly
penalty
cap

Monthly
penalty
cap

Monthly
penalty
cap

Obligation
1 de-rated
capacity
obligation

Obligation
1 price

Obligation
2 de-rated
capacity
obligation

Obligation
2 price

10MW

£8,000
/MW

20MW

£6,000
/MW

Total
annual
capacity
payments

Monthly
payment
weighting
factor

200%

£200,000

10%

200%

£40,000
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8.11 Example 2 – Annual penalty cap
Penalties are capped at 200% of the CMUs Capacity
Payments for the relevant month. If there are multiple
months during a Delivery Year where Capacity Market
Stress Events occur then penalties are capped at 100%
of annual payments.

On this basis the annual cap would only be hit if the Capacity
Market Stress Events cumulatively last more than 288
Settlement Periods and the CMU underdelivered at a constant
rate.
While this is unlikely to be the case in practice this example has
been given to offer an indication of how the annual penalty
caps work.

Annual
penalty cap

Total
annual
capacity
payments

Settlement
Period
Penalty

£ 694.45

£200,000

£200,000
Stress
event
duration to
hit cap
£ 694.45
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8.12 Timings for penalty invoices and
payments
21 Working Days after the last working day in the month a Capacity Market Stress Event occurs EMRS
will issue Penalty Invoices to Capacity Providers which will show the total amount that they are required
to pay.

G17 – Capacity Provider
Payments, EMRS
guidance

Capacity Market Stress Event
deadlines
A full list of the deadlines
associated with Capacity
Market Stress Events is given in
Section 3.9

Following this Capacity Providers have 5 working days to pay their Penalty Fees.

Any non-payment of penalties will be deducted from a Capacity Provider’s Capacity Payments. If the
penalty is greater than a Capacity Provider’s payments for that month then the remainder of the
penalty will be taken out of future months’ payments.
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G17 – Capacity Provider
Payments, EMRS
guidance

8.13 Over-delivery payments
While Capacity Providers are penalised for under-delivering, they can also be rewarded for over-delivering.

Over-delivery payments are calculated and paid at the end of the Delivery Year (rather than monthly like Penalty Fees) after all of the
penalties for under-delivery in the relevant Delivery Year have been recovered. This under-delivery “pot” is then redistributed across the
CMUs that overdelivered against their ALFCO.
These over-delivery payments are determined using the minimum of the weighted penalty rate and the total penalty payments received
during the Delivery Year as a proportion of the total over-delivered volume.
The amount of these penalties can not be estimated in advance due to the large number of variables, and could in practice be zero.
Capacity Providers will receive Credit Notes for any monies owed for Over-Delivery by the 28th Working day following the end of the
Delivery Year.

Overdelivery
payment

Overdelivered
volume

Penalty
rate

Or

Total
penalties
received

Total
overdelivered
volume

The lesser of these is used
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9. Disputes

9.1 Disputes in the CM
9.2 Payment calculation disputes –
Issues for dispute
9.3 Payment calculation disputes –
Dispute resolution
9.4 Metering disputes – Issues for
dispute
9.5 Metering disputes – Dispute
resolution
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•

9.1 Disputes in the CM

Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution Guidance,
ESC

The ESC is the Settlement Body for the Capacity Market regime. Its functions, as set out in the Rules and Regulations include:
●

The calculation, collection and payment of monies to and from electricity suppliers and capacity providers

●

The reconciliation of payments

●

The calculation and collection of credit cover from electricity suppliers and participants in the Capacity Market auctions

●

Management of disputes process in relation to metering tests or the calculation of payments by ESC

Two types of dispute, as outlined the table below, can be raised by Capacity Providers or energy suppliers following the metering tests
and the calculation of payments by the ESC

Dispute type

Raised by

Raised due to

Timescales

Notes

Payment calculation
disputes

Capacity provider or
energy supplier

Disagreement over EMRS
capacity payment calculation

Must be raised to ESC
within 28 days of notice
of payment calculation

ESC may seek
independent
advice

Capacity provider

Disagreement over ESC’s
determination that the
provider has failed a
metering test

Must be raised to ESC
within 5 working days of
receiving a notice of a
failed metering test

If unresolved, it
will be referred by
ESC to an expert
for determination

Metering test disputes
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9.2 Payment calculation disputes –
Issues for dispute

Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution, ESC
Capacity Market
Regulations 74-76

Capacity Providers may raise disputes to ESC relating to the calculation or determination of:
• The Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation (ALFCO)
• The net output or adjusted net output of the generator during the delivery period
• Capacity payments, settlement charges or over-delivery payments
• Termination fees or the amount of credit cover to be drawn down by the ESC

This guide focuses on provision of information for Capacity Providers, therefore supplier disputes are not covered.
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Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution, ESC

9.3 Payment calculation disputes – Issues for
dispute (Cont.)
Aim for an
amicable
resolution

Dispute is
raised

Initial
response
by ESC

Decision
by ESC

Decision is
either
upheld or
rectified

Aim for an amicable resolution
●

Capacity Providers are encouraged to contact EMRS as soon as possible in order to discuss and resolve queries in relation to
payment calculation or determination before the payments are processed

●

EMRS can be contacted at contact@emrsettlement.co.uk

Dispute is raised
●

Should the dispute not be resolved through discussion with EMRS, an electricity supplier or Capacity Provider can raise a dispute
with the ESC by sending a dispute notice to Accounts@electricitysettlementscompany.uk

●

The notice must set out:

●

-

The matters giving rise to the dispute

-

The outcome sought by the dispute

The dispute must be
-

Signed by an authorised person within the organisation

-

Submitted to ESC within 28 days of receiving the notice of the calculation or determination which is being disputed
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Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution, ESC

9.4 Payment calculation disputes –
Dispute resolution
Aim for an
amicable
resolution

Dispute is
raised

Initial
response
by ESC

Decision
by ESC

Decision is
either
upheld or
rectified

Initial response by ESC
●

●

●

Within 5 working days of receiving the dispute the ESC will give notice of whether it has:
-

Rejected the dispute due to non-compliance with procedural requirements

-

Decided to consider the disputed matter and will review the dispute

If ESC is considering the dispute the notice will contain:
-

The timetable and procedure for the review

-

Notification of whether an independent person or panel has been appointed to review the dispute

If no resolution can be agreed by Parties, the dispute shall be referred to an expert for determination

Decision by ESC
●

ESC will determine the dispute within 28 calendar days of the dispute being raised or of receiving the independent person’s report

●

The ESC will notify the Capacity Provider in writing of the result
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Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution, ESC

9.5 Payment calculation disputes –
Dispute resolution (Cont.)
Aim for an
amicable
resolution

Dispute is
raised

Initial
response
by ESC

Decision
by ESC

Decision is
either
upheld or
rectified

Decision is either upheld or rectified
●

Where there has been a payment calculation error, the EMRS will issue a new invoice with the correct figure

●

Where the supplier or Capacity Provider has made overpayments, EMRS will issue a credit note for the amount overpaid

●

Where no error is found, the obligations in the original notice stand and the Capacity Provider must pay the original amount with
interest on late payment
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9.6 Metering disputes – Issues for dispute

Capacity Market
Dispute Resolution,
ESC
Capacity Market Rules
Section 13

The ESC is responsible for conducting metering tests and the resolution of metering test disputes, with support of EMRS
●

A Metering Test is conducted by ESC to determine whether CMUs have an ‘Approved Metering Solution’.
- If the metering arrangements pass the test, the ESC issues a Metering Test Certificate to the CMU.
- If the CMU fails the test, the ESC issues a Metering Test Failure Notification.
- Following receipt of the notification, the Capacity Provider must notify ESC within 5 working days whether it accepts the
decision. If it does not accept this decision there is a dispute

Please note that, as with payment calculation disputes, Capacity Providers are encouraged to contact EMRS on
contact@emrsettlement.co.uk as soon as possible in order to discuss and resolve queries in relation to metering before raising a
dispute.
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Capacity Market Dispute
Resolution, ESC
Capacity Market Rules
Section 13

9.7 Metering disputes – Dispute
resolution
Metering
test
pass/fail

Notification
of dispute

ESC
convene
with CMU
and
specialist

Decision
by expert

Decision is
either
upheld or
rectified

●

The Capacity Provider must inform the ESC within (15 working days of receiving the notice that it has failed a metering test) why
they believe a certificate should have been issued. In their communication they must include supporting documentation from an
Independent Metering Specialist. An independent metering specialist must be an experienced technical expert in metering and
must not work for the Capacity Provider or be engaged with an arrangement which would allow the Capacity Provider to have an
influence on the decision made by the specialist.

●

The ESC will convene with the Capacity Provider and the independent metering specialist within 5 working days

●

Where no resolution is agreed, the issue is referred to an expert, whose determination is final and binding. Following the
determination by the expert either:
-

The ESC will issue a Metering Test Certificate

-

The Capacity Provider must submit and implement a rectification plan with respect to the relevant Metering Test failure.
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10. FAQs

72

FAQs
●

Where can I find the Working Practice and guidance documents from EMRS?
-

●

Where are Capacity Market Notices published?
-

●

During a Capacity Market Stress Event a Capacity Provider will have to deliver its Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation.
This is based on the CMU’s de-rated capacity, the volumes it offers for Balancing Services and the level of demand that needs
to be met. The full calculation is given in Section 4.

What is a Capacity Market Stress Event that will result in penalties for Capacity Providers?
-

●

Capacity Market Notices will be issued via text message, email and on the Capacity Market Notice website.

What is a Capacity Provider’s Capacity Obligation and how is it determined?
-

●

The EMRS Working Practice documents can be found here. The guidance documents can be found here.

A Capacity Market Stress Event will result in penalties for Capacity Providers where there is a System Stress Event that has
occurred at least four hours after a Capacity Market Notice has been issued and post-event analysis by National Grid ESO has
confirmed that a System Stress Event has occurred.

After the ESO has issued the Capacity Market Notice, how are participants in the electricity market expected to respond?
-

When the ESO issues a Capacity Market Notice it is assumed that it will act as a signal for electricity market participants to
increase the amount of generation they are offering to the system, or decrease their demand as per their capacity agreement,
to avoid a System Stress Event occurring.
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FAQs
●

What do I need to ensure that I have in place before a Capacity Market Stress Event?
-

●

When do I know if a Capacity Market Stress Event has occurred?
-

●

A Capacity Market Stress Event will be confirmed by National Grid ESO, usually within a few days following the demand
control instruction or automatic low frequency demand disconnection . However, where information is required from third
parties, this timetable may be extended.

When do I know if I will face penalties?
-

●

Before a Capacity Market Stress Event occurs it is important that Capacity Providers have ensured the MSIDs provided for
their CMUs match the correct BMU in their portfolio; have up to date Aggregation Rules (if required to do so); that they are
signed up to all of the relevant contact lists; that they are aware of and tracking when Capacity Market Notices are in effect;
that they know what data they will need to provide and to which organisations; and that their CMUs are able to meet their
obligations; ensure that their HHDA data flows are in place (especially if in SMRS). Registered for volume reallocation for non
agreement holders

Capacity Providers will only be subject to penalties if they fail to deliver against their ALFCO during the Capacity Market Stress
Event and it is unable to reallocate its underdelivered volumes. This means that a Capacity Provider will not know whether it
will be facing penalties until the 21st Working Day in the month following the month in which the Capacity Market Stress
Event occurred.

I am a Capacity Provider with a storage CMU, how do my obligations differ?
-

Storage CMUs are required to submit data from at least six weeks before the start of the Delivery Year for baseline calculation
and monitoring checks. (This is explained in WP195 – Capacity Market and CfD Metered Data)
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FAQs
●

I am a Capacity Provider with a Demand Side Response CMU, how do my obligations differ?
-

●

DSR CMUs are required to submit data from at least six weeks before the start of the Delivery Year for baseline calculation and
monitoring checks. DSR CMUs also have to provide six weeks of additional background data following a Capacity Market Stress
Event so that it can be proven that they have reduced their demand during the Capacity Market Stress Event.

Why do I need to provide Balancing Services data?
●

Capacity Providers need to submit the Balancing Services data for their CMUs because it is an important part of the ALFCO
calculation. If they do not then the CMU could end up being penalised for failing to deliver against its Capacity Obligation when
it had instead been helping manage the Capacity Market Stress Event through Balancing Services.

●

Although CM Rule 14.4 requires ESO to provide information to the Settlement Body in relation to CMUs providing Relevant
Balancing Services during System Stress Event, the ESO license puts restrictions on sharing of information held by EMR Delivery
Body (DB) with the rest of the ESO and vice versa. Therefore the EMR DB need Capacity Providers to submit information post
System Stress Event as requested.

●

Capacity Providers have a requirement under CM Rule 8.7 to provide information to allow Administrative Parties to determine
whether the Capacity Provider is complying with the terms of its Capacity Agreements, the Regulations and the Rules.
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11. Glossary

76

Glossary
Term

Acronym

Adjusted Load Following
Capacity Obligation

ALFCO

AMCS

The capacity that a CMU is required to deliver during a Capacity Market Stress Event, as defined in Capacity
Market Rule 8.5.2
Rules that allow meter volumes from CMUs with multiple components to be aggregated for the purpose of
calculating CM payments
A Metering Configuration Solution approved by the CM Settlement Body which is an arrangement of Metering
Equipment for: (a) a Generating Unit that is not a BM Unit; (b) a DSR CMU Component that is not a BM Unit; or
(c) a CMU that is a partial BM Unit

AACO

The Capacity Obligation awarded to a CMU through a Capacity Auction, as defined in Capacity Market Rule 8.5.3

Aggregation Rules
Approved Metering
Configuration Solution
Auction Acquired Capacity
Obligation
Automatic Low Frequency
Demand Disconnection
Authorised Contact
Balancing and Settlement
Code
Balancing Mechanism
Reporting Service
Balancing Mechanism Unit
Balancing Services
Capacity Market Notice

An automatic low frequency demand disconnection pursuant to OC6.6 of the Grid Code
Someone recognised by EMRS to act on behalf of their organisation
BSC

Has the meaning given to that term in Regulation 2 of the Regulations

BMRS

Provides near real time and historic data about the Balancing Mechanism.

BMU

Has the meaning given to that term in the BSC
Has the meaning given to that term in the NGET Transmission Licence
Warnings issued when National Grid ESO believes the expected available generation is within 500MW of
expected demand
Together with the Capacity Market Rules, are the more detailed secondary legislation which establishes a
Capacity Market.

CMN

Capacity Market
Regulations
Capacity Market Rules

The Rules that provide the practical detail on how the CM will operate under the Regulations

Capacity Market Stress
Event
Capacity Market Unit

Definition

A System Stress Event that has occurred at least four hours after a Capacity Market Notice has been issued and
post-event analysis by National Grid ESO has confirmed that a System Stress Event has occurred.
CMU

Has the meaning given to that term in Regulation 2
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Glossary
Term

Acronym

Definition

Capacity Market Unit
Component

CMU Component

A sub-unit within a CMU
Where a CMU has delivered more than its “Adjusted Load Following Capacity Obligation” it can reallocate
the excess output to another CMU which did not deliver all of its “Adjusted Load Following Capacity
Obligation”
Subject to the provisions of Chapter 10.2 of the Rules , a Capacity Provider or CMVR Registered Participant
may, in respect of a CMU (“the CMVR Transferor”), allocate any or all of the Volume of that CMU to another
CMU (the “CMVR Transferee”) by way of a CMVRN.

Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation
Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation Notification
Capacity Market Volume
Reallocation Registered
Participant

CMVR

CMVRN
CMVR Registered
Participant

Capacity Payment

Capacity Provider

Capacity Provider Metering
Information Form
Capacity Volume Register
Central Data Collection
Agent
Central Meter Registration
Service

Data Collector

CVR
CDCA
CMRS
DC

A CMU that is able to participate in volume reallocation
Payments received by Capacity Providers for any month during the Delivery Year when they hold such a
Capacity Obligation
Means, for any Capacity Committed CMU and Delivery Year or part of a Delivery Year: (a) the person who
was the Applicant for that CMU at Prequalification; or (b) if a transfer of the Capacity Agreement for that
CMU and Delivery Year or part of a Delivery Year has been registered on the Capacity Market Register, the
transferee
The form provided to EMRS by Capacity Providers to create Aggregation Rules for the CMU
Means the register maintained by the CM Settlement Body to record the information set out in Rule 10.5 for
each CMU from time to time
Means the BSC Agent for Central Data Collection
The service for registration of data relating to CVA Metering Systems maintained (for the purposes of the
Code) by the Central Data Collection Agent
A Party Agent appointed by a Supplier in accordance the BSC to retrieve, validate and process metering data
in relation to SVA Metering Equipment.
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Glossary
Term

Acronym

Data Default

Data Default Notice
Data Transfer Catalogue
Day Ahead Margins

DTC
DA Margins

Day Ahead Surplus Data
Delivery Partners

Demand Control Event

Demand Control Imminent

DCI

De-rated capacity

De-rated Margin

DRM

Definition
This occurs when a Capacity Provider has failed to supply the metered data required following a Stress
Event by the 9th Working Day after the end of the calendar month in which the relevant Capacity Market
Stress Event occurred
A communication from EMRS to inform a Capacity Provider that it is in Data Default. It means its Capacity
Payments will be withheld until it complies with their data requirements and the Data Default notice has
been revoked.
Accommodates the inter-operational exchange of information enabling interface between industry
participants.
The difference between the available capacity and the expected demand for the following day
Data published by National Grid on the expected available generation and demand
The collective name for the ESC, EMRS and National Grid EMR DB in relation to the delivery of the Capacity
Market
The Electricity System Operator (ESO) issues a Demand Reduction; and/or
The ESO issues an Emergency Manual Disconnection Instruction to one or more Distribution Network
Operator (DNO); and/or
An Automatic Low Frequency Demand Disconnection takes place
A warning issued by National Grid to notify the market that based on the expected margin between supply
and demand it will have to issue a Demand Control Event
For any Generating CMU or DSR CMU and Capacity Auction, an amount (in MW to three decimal places)
equal to the product of: (a) for a Generating CMU, its Connection Capacity; or (b) for a DSR CMU: (i) unless
sub-paragraph (ii) applies, its DSR Capacity, or, (ii) if an amount of capacity has been nominated under Rule
5.5.11, that capacity; and the De-rating Factor, provided that the De-rated Capacity of a Pre-Refurbishment
CMU must not exceed the De-rated Capacity of the related Refurbishing CMU; means, for any
Interconnector CMU and Capacity Auction, an amount (in MW to three decimal places) equal to the lower
of: (a) the product of its Connection Capacity and Derating Factor; or (b) the total Transmission Entry
Capacity secured by Grid Connection Agreements for the relevant Delivery Year and evidenced in
accordance with Rule 3.6A.
A calculation from the ESO reflecting expected margin on the electricity system for a given Settlement
Period. It is published day-ahead and 8, 4, 2 and 1 hour ahead
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Glossary
Term
Electricity Margin Notice
Electricity Settlements
Company
Electricity System Operator
EMR Settlement
Half-Hourly Data
Aggregator
High Risk of Demand
Reduction
Independent Metering
Specialist
Involuntary Load
Reduction
Load Following Capacity
Obligation
Loss of Load Probability
Maximum Export Limit
Metered Data

Acronym

Definition

EMN

Issued when National Grid ESO believes there is a significant risk that generation will not meet demand
The EMR delivery body responsible for financial transactions relating to the Capacity Market, including
making capacity payments to capacity providers, controlling collateral and managing auction credit cover.
Means NGET or any successor Transmission Licensee with a Transmission Licence pursuant to which Section
C of the Transmission Licence standard conditions has effect

ESC
ESO
EMRS

The body responsible for delivering settlement and metering for the Capacity Market on behalf of the ESC

HHDA

A BSC party which carries out the aggregation of metering data received from Half Hourly Data Collectors
A warning issued by National Grid when there is limited time to notify the market of a shortfall of available
generation

HRDR

ILR
LFCO
LoLP
MEL

A specialist metering organisation that is independent of the Delivery Partners and Capacity Provider
A period of load reduction, by voltage reduction or demand disconnection, which is necessary to maintain
the security of the system in the event of a shortage of generation.
The Capacity Obligation of a CMU adjusted relative to the level of demand during a Capacity Market Stress
Event
Measure of the probability that a system demand will exceed capacity during a given period
A series of MW figures and associated times, making up a profile of the maximum level at which the BM
Unit may be exporting (in MW) to the GB Transmission System at the Grid Supply Point, as appropriate
Any data that can be logged using a meter
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Glossary
Term

Acronym

Metering System Identifier

National Grid ESO
National Grid ESO
EMR DB

A unique number for a metering system. For SVA metering systems this is equivalent to the MRA’s MPAN
core
A test conducted by the CM Settlement Body to determine whether or not the metering arrangements for
each Generating Unit or DSR CMU Component comprised in a CMU, or the Electricity Interconnector
comprised in an Interconnector CMU, constitutes an Approved Metering Solution.
A legally separate entity to National Grid ESO EMR DB. Balances the electricity system and publishes
Capacity Market Notices when necessary
The organisation that delivers the Capacity Market, advices government on the levels of capacity to
procure, administers the pre-qualification process and runs the Capacity Market auctions

PTCO

Capacity Providers with an active Capacity Obligation may transfer that obligation subject to the conditions
set out in Chapter 9 of the Rules.
The Physically Traded Capacity Obligation of a Capacity Committed CMU, being the aggregate value in MW
(positive or negative) of any changes in the Capacity Obligation of that Capacity Committed CMU

MSID

Metering Test
National Grid Electricity
System Operator
National Grid ESO EMR
Delivery Body
Physical Trading
Physically Traded Capacity
Obligation
Relevant Balancing
Services
Reserve for Response
Secure File Transfer
Protocol
Settlement Administration
Agent
Settlement Period
Settlement Period Penalty

Definition

RƒR

A number of ESO Balancing Services defined in Schedule 4 of the CM rules
The reserve for response amount, which is published by the EMR Delivery Body in the most recent
electricity capacity report prior to the relevant Auction Window for the relevant Delivery Year

SFTP

A network protocol that provides file access, file transfer, and file management over any reliable data
stream

SAA

The BSC Agent for Settlement Administration

SP

SPP

A period of 30 minutes beginning on the hour or the half-hour
The penalty the CMU would face in a given settlement period. All of the settlement period penalties in a
month are summed to give a total monthly penalty
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Glossary
Term

Acronym

Definition

SMRS

The System Operator Notification and Reporting system that provides real-time operational information for
market participants.
The service provided or to be provided by a Licensed Distribution System Operator for the registration of
Metering Systems at Boundary Points on its Distribution System(s) and its Associated Distribution System(s)
(if any), in accordance with the Master Registration Agreement
The aggregate value in MW of any Capacity Obligations in respect of which Capacity Payments have been
suspended pursuant to Capacity Market Rule 13.4.1(b) or during that Settlement Period as determined by
the CM Settlement Body on the basis of data provided to it by the Delivery Body pursuant to Capacity
Market Rule 13.4.7

Sonar
Supplier Meter
Registration Services
Suspended Capacity
Obligation
SCO
System Operator

SO

System Stress Event
Capacity Market System
Stress Event Template
Termination Event

Termination Fee

Means the termination fee calculated with respect to a Capacity Agreement in accordance with Rule 6.10.3
The process by which Capacity Providers are able to reallocate volumes for any Settlement Period that
forms part of a Capacity Market Stress Event from an over-delivering CMU to an under-delivering CMU
An average penalty rate based on all of the CMU’s capacity obligations. This takes into account the different
obligations and clearing prices the CMU may have from different capacity auctions

Volume Reallocation
Weighted penalty rate
Working Day

System Operator is the defined term in the CM rules for Electricity System Operator (ESO)
A Settlement Period in which a System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event occurs where such event
lasts at least 15 continuous minutes (whether the event falls within one Settlement Period or across more
than one consecutive Settlement Periods, and where the event falls across multiple consecutive Settlement
Periods, each of those Settlement Periods will be a “System Stress Event”
The template issued by National Grid EMR DB following a Capacity Market Stress Event to help Capacity
Providers submit their data
One of the events listed in Capacity Market Rule 6.10.1 which results in a CMU having its Capacity
Agreement terminated

WD

Has the meaning given to that term in Regulation 2.
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12. Contact us

83

Contact us

Email: info@electricitysettlements.uk
Phone: 0207211 8881

Email: emr@nationalgrideso.com
Phone: 01926 655300
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13. Appendices

85

Appendix 1 - Definition of a System Operator
Instigated Demand Control event
Exceptions to definition of a System Operator Instigated Demand Control event (as per Capacity Market Rule 8.4.2).
Definition of a System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event
“System Operator Instigated Demand Control Event” means where:
(a) the System Operator gives a Demand Reduction Instruction and/or an Emergency Manual Disconnection Instruction to one or more
DNOs; and/or
(b) an Automatic Low Frequency Demand Disconnection takes place, except where one or more of the following applies:
(i) such action results from one or more faults in the GB Transmission System or a Distribution Network; or
(ii) the System Operator issues a Bid-Offer Acceptance(s) to reduce output or an Emergency Instruction(s) to reduce output to the
extent that the Volume of that Bid-Offer Acceptance(s) or that Emergency Instruction(s) exceeds the Volume of the Demand
Reduction Instruction and/or an Emergency Manual Disconnection Instruction issued or the Automatic Low Frequency Demand
Disconnection that took place.
(iii) the action has an associated System Management Action Flag attached in accordance with Section Q6 (Submission of Data by
the Transmission Company) of the BSC.
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Appendix 2 – Information before a Stress Event
Prior to a System Stress Event occurring there will be a number of potential notifications and warnings. While some of these will be
explicitly about Capacity Market Stress Events, others may not be specifically related but could be used as an early warning sign that a
Capacity Market Stress Event event may occur.
2-14 days ahead of time rising wholesale prices and Day Ahead (DA) margin data may give an indication that the probability of a System
Stress Event is higher than normal. This data is available on the BMRS website.
During the day ahead and within day there may be a number of potential notifications from the ESO. These include:
• Day and Day Ahead (DA) margins,
• The DA de-rated margins,
• Published Loss of Load Probabilities (LoLP), and
• Warming instructions for generators (instructions to be generating within a certain timeframe).
There may also be a number of operational warnings:
•

Capacity Market Notices (CMNs)

•

Electricity Margin Notices (EMNs)

•

High Risk of Demand Reduction (HRDR) warnings, and

•

Demand Control Imminent (DCI) warnings.

In real time the Electricity System Operator will announce a Demand Control Event. This is defined in Section 3.2.
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Appendix 2 – Information before a Stress
Event (Cont.)

Changes to
communication
processes
A recurring theme in the
comments received
following the 2018 Mock
Stress Event was around
the timings of
communications sent
out by the Delivery
Partners, the
information in them and
the various sources of
information. This is
something that the
Delivery Partners are
committed to
addressing before the
next Mock Stress Event
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